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Online independent analysis of US-led wars, rampant corruption, corporate greed, civil rights
and fraudulent monetary transactions is invariably relegated to the bottom rung of search
engine results.

As a result we presently do not cover our monthly running costs which could eventually
jeopardize our activities.

Do you value the reporting and in-depth analysis provided by Global Research on a daily
basis?

Click to donate or click here to become a member of Global Research.

*     *     *

Henry Kissinger Calls for a New Post-Covid World Order

By Mike Whitney, April 06, 2020

Henry Kissinger thinks the Coronavirus is a threat to his precious New World Order, so he
wants President Trump to do whatever he can to protect the system. In an opinion piece
that was published in the Wall Street Journal on Friday, the former Secretary of State urged
Trump to launch a grand project, like the Marshall Plan, to unify the allies and convince
them that the Uncle Sam can still rally the troops in a time of crisis.

COVID-19 a Diabolical Totalitarian Plot?

By Stephen Lendman, April 06, 2020

Today indeed is the most perilous time in world history. COVID-19 is being used by US-led
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powerful forces to convince ordinary people in the West and elsewhere to sacrifice personal
freedoms for greater security.

Their aim is all  about eliminating both by getting unwitting populations to accept what
harms their well-being and futures.

It’s also about consolidating greater wealth and power, the public none the wiser.

People, Profit and Planned Economy

By Massoud Nayeri, April 06, 2020

The  concept  of  an  economic  system  that  puts  Profit  over  People  has  been  explained  and
discussed many times and in many ways. It just took a tiny virus (COVID-19) to display the
contradiction  between  People  and  Profit  as  an  urgent  national  question.  In  this  equation,
President Trump, as the voice of most powerful capitalist country on earth (the “GREAT
AMERICA”) with his cheerleaders mostly at Fox News and in favor of PROFIT, suggests that
“We have to get back to work” as soon as possible. Contrary to this idea, the scientists,
medical community and people who are actually in the battlefield fighting this disease are
representing the PEOPLE in this equation. Based on the ongoing and rapid escalation in the
number of the infected and dead, they believe that the nation is not ready to go back to
work.

A Globalized World Economy, COVID-19 and China’s “Health Silk Road”

By Sara Flounders, April 06, 2020

The global COVID-19 viral pandemic has exposed in the sharpest light the contradiction
between a globalized world economy and a still existing but archaic capitalist system based
on the private expropriation of wealth and resources.

The  relentless  drive  to  reap  a  profit  from  every  type  of  human  interaction  now  stands
exposed  as  the  greatest  danger  to  the  people  of  the  whole  planet.

Was the Federal Reserve Just Nationalized?

By Ellen Brown, April 06, 2020

Mainstream politicians have long insisted that Medicare for all, a universal basic income,
student  debt  relief  and  a  slew  of  other  much-needed  public  programs  are  off  the  table
because the  federal  government  cannot  afford  them.  But  that  was  before  Wall  Street  and
the stock market were driven onto life-support by a virus. Congress has now suddenly
discovered the magic money tree. It took only a few days for Congress to unanimously pass
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the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, which will be doling out
$2.2 trillion in crisis relief, most of it going to Corporate America with few strings attached.
Beyond that, the Federal Reserve is making over $4 trillionavailable to banks, hedge funds
and other financial entities of all stripes; it has dropped the fed funds rate (the rate at which
banks borrow from each other) effectively to zero; and it has made $1.5 trillion available to
the repo market.

Fake Coronavirus Data, Fear Campaign. Spread of the COVID-19 Infection

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, April 05, 2020

Do not let yourself be misled by the fear campaign, pointing to a Worldwide coronavirus
calamity with repeated “predictions” that hundreds of thousands of people are going to die.

These are boldface lies. Scientific assessments of the health impacts of  the COVID-19 have
been withheld, they do not make the headlines.

While COVID-19 constitutes a serious health issue, why is it the object of  fear and panic?

COVID-19 Depression: Trump Needs a War

By Kurt Nimmo, April 05, 2020

Critical  supply  lines  foolishly  based  on  the  globalist  profit-maximizing  concept  of  “just  in
time” are now breaking down. How long do you suppose unemployed service industry and
gig-economy workers will tolerate a serious shortage of food and other essentials before
looting stores like the poor and hungry of Palermo? How long before armed citizens begin
taking what they need and the military is called in to restore order and confiscate weapons
like they did during Katrina? All hell will  break loose from Baltimore to Seattle and the
government may impose martial law (it can be argued we are already under a soft form of
martial-medical law, half of us confined to our homes, the equivalent of house arrest, scared
to death of a virus they now say can spread by merely opening of one’s mouth and speaking
and thus allowing viral-laden breath to drift in the air). 
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